E46 m3 fuel pressure regulator
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always take sides with the car, not the owner. I appreciate the moral support, and will certainly
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around the world. Lighten the car, throw some cams in it, or sell the S54 and buy an LS motor I
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owners. Digital Point modules: Sphinx-based search. As complex as our BMW fuel systems may
sometimes seem, they actually operate using very straight forward principles. Fuel is pumped
from the gas tank through a network of lines and hoses to the engine fuel rail, where it is fed
into the cylinders via the fuel injectors. Much like a simple garden hose, the fuel injectors spray
the pressurized fuel in a fine mist into the cylinders, ensuring a complete and efficient ignition
process. BMW has very strict specifications on the fuel pressure that is supplied to the fuel
injectors. Any variations in fuel pressure can cause a variety of symptoms including lack of
power, hesitation during acceleration and poor fuel economy. If your vehicle is experiencing
any of these issues, do yourself a favor and perform a quick BMW fuel pressure test before
running any other diagnostics. Starting the car or turning the engine over several times if the
vehicle is not running will immediately pressurize the fuel rail and give you a reading on your
gauge. Most BMW engines require a fuel pressure of 3. In the following repair steps, we use a
BMW ci to demonstrate how to perform a simple fuel pressure test using the schrader valve on
the fuel rail. The test is the same on every model BMWâ€¦it just may be a slightly different
procedure getting to the fuel rail than what we illustrate below. On just about every BMW
produced, the fuel rail is located on the top of the engine below its protective cover. You will
usually need to remove the cabin filter assembly to reach the engine cover mounting bolts. The
Repair Cost graphically displays approximately how expensive the repair will be to perform.
Please note that these cost estimates are approximate and can fluctuate based on brand
preferences and manufacturer. Share on Facebook. Repair Summary The following article gives

detailed instructions on performing a fuel pressure test on a BMW E46 3 series car. Even
though we have used a BMW ci to perform this test, this article can be applied to any BMW
vehicle with minor modifications. For more information on affiliate links , please click here. Fuel
pressure test gauge. T27 torx bit. Section 1 â€” Installing and using the BMW fuel pressure test
gauge. Take a photo of the results instead of writing them down or trying to commit them to
memory. You will never question yourself when you have a photo of the data! And
congratulations for Doing It Yourself! All rights reserved. All BMW Models. The Level of
Difficulty displays graphically how challenging the repair is, from beginner to expert. Beginner
repairs usually require very few tools, have short repair times and are simple to complete for
even the most novice of mechanics. As the difficulty level rises expect the repair to demand
more time, use more specialized tools, and require a better understanding of mechanics to
complete the job. Kit comes complete with everything needed for install. High-flow, adjustable
fuel pressure regulator and a choice of Cellulose, Stainless and state-of-the-art Microglass
filters â€” for more information about Radium fuel filters, see here. Installation instructions.
Shop now! As used by our friends over at Speed Academy:. Excellent service with expert
knowledge about my cylinder head and engine block. With a great machineshop to complete all
work on site. Great service, friendly and very helpful. Ben is very knowledgable when it comes
to the S54 engine. Highly recommended. Got a vanos disc machined from them but the one
thing I have to stress is how helpful ben and Alex are I would have full confidence going to this
place for more parts or even work. I left some parts there and Alex made sure they were left for
me to collect most people wouldn't care but I feel they are genuinely good guy and a great
company with staff like that they are amazing like gold you don't find people like them in the
automotive industry I would recommend this company to everyone they will look after you. I did
this purely for preventative reasons. I am astounded by the difference this has made; The car
primes almost instantly without waiting. The pump is quieter, smoother and gear changes are
quicker. Without a doubt this has transformed the driving experience. Well worth the
investment. I also have to say that Ben was extremely helpful and supportive throughout the
process. Thanks Ben, appreciate your help.. Purchased a few Vanos upgrade parts for my M3
from Hack Engineering and the quality and build to their parts is second to none. Customer
service line very helpful and friendly. Faultless service. Also, my M3 is running much better
now! Thanks HackEngineering! An excellent company to go to for anything BMW related, really
helpful and know exactly what they are talking about. Ben is very friendly and is always willing
to make time for you and never makes you feel unwelcome. I true testament to the industry, also
even for being a specialist don't be put off as the pricing is very competitive as well. Done a
good job on my car , mile round trip. These guys really are the best in the business Consistently going way above and beyond to be of help customers. Can't recommend enough.
Fantastic service from Ben. I had a bizarre situation and fully expected to get nothing or have an
uphill battle. But to my delight Ben helped with no quibbles. Excellent service and knowledge
on Bmw's and the M cars. Would recommend. Hackengineering on Instagram. Follow us on
Instagram. Click here to download installation instructions PDF. Manufactured with a large
internal bore, the fuel rail can support all necessary engine power requirements. It is compatible
with OEM and aftermarket direct fitment fuel injectors. It features a large 0. The fuel rail is a
direct bolt-on for all BMW's equipped with the S54 engine, including:. Appropriate fittings must
be selected based on the specific application. Ample space around the fuel rail port s is
necessary for larger accessories such as fuel pressure regulators, fuel pressure gauges, and
fuel pulse dampers. To verify clearance, the dimensional drawings on the product pages can be
used as a reference guide. This option is the fuel rail ONLY. No fittings or hoses are included.
This is ideal when plumbing a custom high flow fuel system using an aftermarket regulator and
custom fuel line
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s. Fittings and adapters are available separately. This kit is only compatible with the E46 M3.
E85 compatible. Login Account Wishlist Cart. Change Currency. I have read and understand the
Terms and Conditions. If the under-car regulator is not used, a Radium direct mount regulator
can be installed in the front port of the fuel rail. Due to space limitations, the center port can
only accomodate one style of pulse damper, part number found HERE. Average Rating:.
Showing 1 Review:. Rating Reviewer Review. However I seen it and had have to it. Installation
wasn't super easy but if you take your time and follow their instructions it wasn't too terrible. I
looks amazing on the car along with their catch can kit and couldn't be happier. I am very
impressed with the quality, look, and function of radium products. Other Items In This Category.
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